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The Needs of Beginning Teachers: Preparing for the Journey

by
Kathy Sanford
What is this phenomenon called teaching? What enables our success as teachers? Through
my involvement with the teacher education program at a large university in western Canada, I
have been given many opportunities to ask and to respond to this question, and I have come to
realize the complexities of the job called "teaching."
For several years, I have been involved in teaching prospective teachers, supervising them
in their student teaching experiences, and consulting with practicing teachers. Through these
interactions, I have observed many interpretations of what teaching is and what teaching means,
and have come to recognize teaching as multi-faceted and continually changing (Greene, 1995).
One view of teacher development suggests that ideas about teaching are constructed through
three types of knowledge : personal, professional, and contextual (Carr, 1989). In order for student
teachers to make knowledge about teaching meaningful for themselves, they need first to have
constructed an identity of themselves as "teacher," to have given consideration to their beliefs and
values, previous knowledge and experiences, and their future goals as an educator. In a layering
process, the professional knowledge student teachers gain in their field experiences connects to
their personal knowledge and is made specific and understandable to them in a context (i.e., a
school). Teacher knowledge pervades the life of a teacher and connects to his or her personal,
professional, and contextual understandings. This is a different understanding than the traditiona lly held view of teaching as a defined and finite set of knowledge and skills that can be packaged
and mastered by student teachers, referred to by Schon (1987) as technical rational teacher
knowledge . This technical rationality generates a form of teaching knowledge that can help to
inform practice in the pursuit of a fixed and absolute educational end. In teaching, however, the
"ends" are always shifting and slippery. Teaching situations are often messy, indeterminate, and
problematic, creating situations which arise because of conflicting values (Carr, 1989).
I have come to realize the complexities of teaching through observations I have made of
student teachers struggling to make sense of the teaching profession and through conversations
that have revealed the dilemmas facing them . Since becoming involved in the teacher education
program as an instructor and as a supervisor of student teachers, I have had the opportunity to
stand back and observe the process of learning to teach from a different perspective. This more
distanced perspective has enabled me, through observations and conversations with stud~nt teachers, to recognize the struggles inherent in learning to teach (Clandinin & Connelly, 1987).
For one term I was assigned to supervise six student teachers completing their final field
experience. I visited the student teachers once a week for eight weeks to observe their teaching
and to converse with them about their learning and their concerns . During that time the students
kept journals in which they recorded significant events and thoughts. The journals were shared
with me and often became the impetus for conversation. In addition, I kept a journal in which I
could record significant aspects of our conversations and make comments on the conversations
and on my observations. Throughout our discussions, several questions arose for me about the
processes oflearning to teach: How do beginning teachers best become prepared to teach? What do
they need to know before going into a classroom? How do they develop a desire to become lifelong
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learners, with ever-changing philosophies and understandings? How can they best be prepared to
become risk-takers, nurturers, and reflective practitioners?
As well as questions, several significant themes emerged that I have attempted to illustrate
through a variety of scenarios that I observed during the student teachers' field experience. The
implications of these scenarios have helped me to more clearly recognize the issues of importance
for students learning to teach and the process they go through on their journey to become
teachers.
How do we come to be teachers and to understand teaching? Previous to my observations
and discussions with these student teachers, I would have naively answered that we learn the
skills and attitudes necessary for teaching in our four-year university program through our
subject area specialization courses; courses in teaching methodology; and courses in educational
psychology, foundations, and administration (professional knowledge). We gain experience in teaching practice through the student teaching (contextual knowledge) and, by the end of four years, we
are prepared to enter the teaching profession.
I now, however, would answer very differently. We begin learning to teach at a very early
age when we ourselves are students observing various teaching practices (personal knowledge).
We come to understandings of teaching through our own teachers, in school, in the community,
and in our homes. We have beliefs and attitudes about teaching, shaped by these previous experiences, long before we enter university and these will come into play as students get closer to
becoming teachers themselves .
After working with six student teachers over the course of one university term, I observed
many teaching situations and am now coming to reflect on my understanding of these observations. The dilemmas that face the student teachers arise as their newly developed contextual
knowledge causes them to realize that the professional knowledge they have acquired in their
teacher education program does not clearly fit the context. Their contextual knowledge creates
within them a struggle to integrate their current and previous experiences with their personal
and professional knowledge. Multiple themes struggle to emerge, themes that identify various
stages of transformation of students into teachers. These themes develop and connect the three
types of knowledge identified as important for beginning teachers (i .e., their personal,
professional, and contextual knowledge). Through ongoing conversations about their teaching
experiences, I attempted to enable student teachers to connect the three types of knowledge in
personally meaningful ways, layering and reshaping their personal knowledge with professional
knowledge developed in multiple contexts.
The following anecdotes describe six scenarios gathered through interactions with the
student teachers and recorded in my journal and the journals of the student teachers. My work
with these student teachers has enabled me to develop a growing understanding of the processes
of becoming a teacher. I will present several teaching situations that I have observed that exemplify struggles beginning teachers must face in their attempts to reach greater understandings of
what it means to "teach."
1. The Desire For Control

The desire for control is an aspect of teaching with which student teachers, and indeed all
teachers beginning in a new situation, must struggle. Student teachers feel an immediate need to
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be in control of the subject matter (e.g., their ability to point out the symbolism in Lord of the Flies,
to explain the algebraic formula, to identify scientific principles by name, to correctly interpret
each line of Macbeth). They also need to develop effective strategies for managing and disciplining
their students. At the early stages oflearning to teach, management and control issues often take
precedence over the manner in which material is presented and the manner in which student
work will be evaluated. The survival of beginning teachers is dependent upon their ability to
present themselves in a confident manner and to manage the course material and the students.
The relationships between classroom management, presentation of the subject matter, and evaluation methods are not always clear in the heat of the moment that regularly faces the novice
teacher.
The following scene is an example of a class I observed when I was supervising Randy, a
student teacher in his final eight-week field experience. Randy had been struggling with discipline issues and had difficulty in making connections between the various elements of teaching.
The lesson was tense from the start. The student teacher was frowning, anxiously hunched
into himself as the group wandered in. These were pleasant enough looking students, smiling and chatting. What was the problem, I wondered. Why did Randy show this anxiety?
The answer became clearer as the student teacher, supported by the chalkboard, called for
attention. He wrote a character description on the board of a less than happy person, one that
closely resembled Randy himself standing at the chalkboard. Assignments done badly and
work not turned in all led to a teacher disappointed in the class, Randy announced. This
pronouncement by Randy had the effect of hushing the group to silence-for about ten
seconds-and then the chatter was resumed full force. Randy attempted to inform the
students of the agenda for the period, but most weren't too interested. They said they'd heard
it all the day before, anyway.
After this negative beginning, the novel reading began, first by Randy, followed by volunteer
student readers. The passage was decently read, although it was not inspirational. The end
of the chapter was reached, and then came the opportunity to explore ideas and ask questions
in their journals; however, the students chose to do this in a more verbal form and lli21. on the
novel. When the response period was over, Randy attempted to quell the rising noise level and
direct the students to their next task: a series of comprehension questions followed by a list of
vocabulary words to be defined. The response to this was quite blatant. The students ignored
the whole activity-and the teacher-as they attempted to find some way of engaging and
entertaining themselves.
Randy's unhappiness and tension increased with every minute and, in proportion, the
inattention and noise of the class increased. The remaining questions were assigned for
homework, with the warning that no "enjoyable activities" would be allowed until these exercises were completed satisfactorily. The students shrugged and quickly left the room when
the bell rang.
Randy was feeling panicky and anxious about the attitude of this class, and his lack of
success in controlling their behavior only increased his anxiety. His vision had become more blurred
and his judgments more flawed as he felt the control escaping him. He was unable to see the
connection between the students' negative attitude and the dullness of the tasks they faced
(Branscome, Goswami, & Schwartz, 1992). He was unable to integrate his professional knowledge
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that student involvement is important with his personal belief that students should be quiet and
controlled. When I discussed the lesson with Randy, he was eager to blame the choice of task for
the disruptive behavior and suggested that more structure was needed for further lessons.
2. The Need to Examine Practice
Beginning teachers often fall back on previously constructed personal knowledge about
teaching as they attempt to control their teaching situations. One example of this is the use of
well-learned methods of lecture and objective testing when feeling pressured for time and ideas
even though, at the university, class time is given to the examination of effective student-centered
presentation and to assessment (Pinnell & Matlin, 1989). I observed Sarah presenting two classes
that showed how easily this can happen and how she moved her teaching forward by experimenting and taking risks with new ideas.

The first lesson of the day was great: flowing, smooth, active. Students talked excitedly in
their groups about the rather controversial film they'd just seen. After a short period of
intense brainstorming, organization, and drafting, the groups presented their ideas to the
whole class. The presentations were received positively by the thirty grade eight students
listening, then the bell rang and the students excitedly left the room.
The bell rang five minutes later to a group ofgrade seven students. The class took a minute or
two to settle, and a cursory glance showed twenty little faces peering over their desks. The
lesson began with a review of the structure of short stories-the plot diagram, followed by
questions on the plot diagram in relation to a short story they had read. The peering eyes took
on a glazed look, and shortly after, a few wicked glimmers started to appear. General shifting, whispers to across-the-aisle friends, a few wads of paper shooting through the dead air
as the lesson droned on.
The scenario continued as Sarah tried valiantly to entertain the class with spicy tidbits
about the plot diagram, referring to particularly exciting and well-known stories, but to no avail.
More shifting, talking, slight disruptions began to erupt. And the hands on the clock seemed to
stick in one position. Reprimands and veiled threats from Sarah, delivered hesitantly, managed to
keep the lid on things, barely, until the blessed bell rang. We all breathed sighs of relief, and the
students eagerly moved on to the next class.
I returned to this class the following week, and discovered that the material presented on
plot diagrams was to be tested.

A quiz was set. To be tested were all the elements of the short story, a test on terminology, fill
in the blanks, matching ... Sarah and I discussed the purpose of the quiz, and the students'
personal connections to it. I suggested alternatives, pried into the reasoning, gave observations, and noted student behaviors. We talked and shared. Sarah expressed her frustrations
with the previous lessons and with the proposed test. I agreed that there were outside
constraints to be considered, but suggested that there was more than one way to approach
assessment. I left it with her.
The next time I visited this class, Sarah reminded me of her initial exam, and then shared
her alternative plan for evaluating the students' progress and understanding. Sarah had
changed the "exam" to an "assignment" in which she asked students to work in partners to
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develop a story that illustrated the major elements which had been discussed in the previous
weeks. The results of this assignment were compiled, complete with illustrations, in a class
short story book. I applauded her enthusiasm, initiative, and courage. The students had fun
with her new exam, even while they were learning, and the student teacher did as well.
Sarah had been able to take a step back from her teaching to examine her practice and
create alternatives, using professional knowledge to construct a different understanding of teaching for herself and for her students. As Newman (1990) suggests, we need to continually engage in
an ongoing examination of our beliefs and assumptions about teaching and learning. Sarah was
able to experience the connections between effective discipline and effective presentation of
materials through her own reflection and discussion with others. In this instance, she had been
able to contextualize her personal and professional knowledge in a positive and developmental
way.
3. The Need to Value Student Involvement in Their Learning
Even when the beginning teacher has effectively "mastered" a variety of strategies for
involving the students actively in their learning, a traditional authoritarian teacher image (again
drawing on previous personal knowledge of teaching) all too often rears its archaic head and casts
shadows on the classroom activities. This anecdote exemplifies some of the struggles student teachers must engage in when their previously constructed personal knowledge conflicts with newly
acquired professional knowledge.
Anne had been teaching for five weeks, and each time I visited I was entertained and
impressed by the varied quality and nature of the students' learning. I had observed lively
discussion, role-play activities, group projects and questions (posed by students and teacher
alike) that stimulated interest and thought.
But today was different. Today Anne was going to really "teach" her students. This was to be
an introduction to a modern play, The Glass Menagerie. and Anne thought that the students
needed background information before they could begin. A lecture began, which carefully
and thoroughly covered the elements of a play, the history of the play form (complete with
diagrams on the chalkboard), information on the playwright ...
After a fifteen-minute period of intense note-taking on the part of the students, their attention
appeared to begin to fade. A few heads rested on arms, many shoulders sagged, and frames
slumped into their desks. At the end of half an hour, many glassy eyes stared unfocused at the
teacher. Pens were still moving, but there was little evidence of thoughtful refiection.
At forty-five minutes, the lecture was completed and it was now time to engage the students.
Anne selected and read a key quote from the play to be studied, and the students were given
the chance, in pairs, to discuss the meaning and significance of this powerful quote. But it
was too late.
The glaze had solidified on their brains and would only disappear at the magical sound of
the bell, signaling their escape.
At the end of this class, Anne felt discouraged. The lesson had not gone as she had
envisioned it, but she wasn't really sure why. She had successfully delivered her lecture, which she
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had carefully researched and prepared. She had thoroughly thought about the content of the
lesson, and had been convinced that it was important information for the student. Two different
types of knowledge, personal and professional, clashed with each other until Anne was able to
integrate the two in a specific context that helped her to understand what it meant to "teach."
Together, we talked about the reasons for her selecting a lecture format to deliver this information
to her students and discussed some possible alternatives regarding timing, student involvement,
and the effects of a forty-five minute lecture on adolescents. Anne began to consider how she could
pick up the threads and reweave them for the next day, in light of her developing knowledge of
students , the classroom environment, and her own understanding of teaching. Elbaz (1983)
identifies these as aspects of teachers' practical knowledge.
4. The Need for Student Teachers to View Themselves as Teachers
Student teachers are in the process of moving from viewing themselves as students to
viewing themselves as teachers and find themselves somewhere in the gaps between the two.
They are beginning to come to terms with their roles as "teacher," and are attempting to take on a
greater responsibility for their own learning and development. Sometimes, however, this journey
is a difficult one, as it was for Carrie.
"I had a terrible night. I was up 'til 3 a.m. worrying. This teacher doesn't like me and finds
fault with everything I do. I can't do anything right. I didn't even have time to write out my
lesson plans- but they're in rough, here, somewhere ... "
''Yes, I know the handout's pretty messy, but I couldn't get to the computer. The students are
always using the computers around here. I know, I'll fix it for next time. I didn't think about
it ... "
"Well, Jason always behaves when there's no other teacher in the room. I don't know why he
was so bad today. He just wouldn't sit down and finish his notes."
"There's no one to help me. I don't feel like I've got any support. I know you've come out
regularly, and you're great, but I have so much work to do. I spend hours planning and stuff,
but it's never enough. And I've been sick, too ... "
Carrie was struggling to emerge from her student cocoon and become a teacher willing to
take responsibility for herself and for her students. She had not realized that she was the teacher
and no longer a student waiting to be told what to do. Complaints and blaming were not useful in
helping her to feel successful or to take on the responsibilities of her own learning and that of her
students. Carrie's personal knowledge (being a student) had dominated her newly-acquired
professional knowledge, causing her to struggle in an experience where she was called upon to be
the teacher.
5. The Need to Rest
The demands of teaching can cause exhaustion and bewilderment in student teachers. Lack
of time becomes a frightening reality when teachers are faced with planning, teaching, evaluating,
meeting, supervising, and various other duties and obligations. It is often difficult to find time for
all of their students' questions and concerns in addition to the other tasks.
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Alison was standing at the front of the class, fielding questions. "How much ... ?" "Do we have
to ... ?" "Can there be ... ?" "Is it supposed to ... ?" She faced them bravely and her answers to the
students were helpful and friendly. She masked her frustration behind a warm smile, but at
one point I saw her pause for several seconds, take a deep breath, and then plunge on. She
later exclaimed to me, "There are so many decisions to make. And it's like a chain reaction. I
make one decision and that affects the next one, which affects another one ... It wears me out!"
Alison had yet to learn how to select the important from the unimportant, to sift through all the
noise to find the meaning of her teaching (Clandinin & Connelly, 1995; Goswami & Stillman,
1987). She knew that she had to address her students' concerns, but was also beginning to realize
that she couldn't react to each question that arose. She also had to remember herself and her own
focus for the class, and to examine how she shared responsibility and authority in the classroom.
Alison was coming to discover how contextual knowledge is important in creating positive
learning situations.
6. The Need for Support from Others
Without the support of colleagues and supervisors, the journey towards becoming a teacher
can be frightening and traumatic. Betty began her student teaching feeling unsure and unprepared and was faced with a supervisory teacher who expected a highly polished gem. From the
start, Betty knew that she could not live up to the expectations of the job and didn't know where to
begin or how to articulate her fears.

I was dreading this visit to observe Betty, and I knew by her lack of contact with me that she
wasn't particularly looking forward to it either. The preconference began bravely enough,
with "It's okay" and "Fine" type of responses-very noncommittal, very forced. She avoided my
eyes.
I pres!ied, because I knew that there had been problems. The cooperating teacher had
expressed concern that progress was not being made. Betty was not measuring up to the
expectations set by the teacher.
I made eye contact and ashed again. "How are things going?" The tears sprang out of her
eyes. They had been waiting for this moment.
Eventually, with help, Betty overcame some of her nervousness and anxiety, although
not entirely. For Betty, her "becoming" a teacher may be a longer journey than for others. Her
professional knowledge had not been developed enough to enable her to draw upon her previous
experiences (personal knowledge) in order to create a situation in which she could be successful.

Embarking on the Journey
Student teachers and practicing teachers need a great deal of time, supported by colleagues
and administrators, to examine their many previously constructed assumptions about teaching,
ideas about how teachers should look, how they should respond to students, and what they should
know. They need to be continually encouraged by colleagues and supervisors and reminded of the
positive aspects of their work. This recognition of their skills and strengths allows them to become
more accepting of suggestions concerning alternatives and changes to their existing skills. I have
come to believe that the time spent in reflective dialogue with student teachers begins to establish
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a foundation for future practice. Without the time to recognize positive teaching moments, to
carefully think about teaching actions, to consider previous assumptions, to create new ideas and
strategies, a beginning teacher's foundations are not firmly constructed.
Through my observations of students and teachers and by reading their shared journals I
have been reminded of the tremendous efforts needed in order for teachers to become successful
and secure. I have witnessed some of the struggles that student teachers have had in dealing with
discipline, management, new teaching strategies, shortage of time, evaluation, lack of support,
and stresses of decision-making, responsibility, and feelings of isolation. I have had to examine my
role as a supervisor of student teachers as I try to discover how best to provide support and encouragement for ongoing reflective practice.
·
The journey towards becoming a teacher is a long and complex process, one in which
student teachers need support and encouragement. Student teachers often find themselves caught
in situations through which they cannot negotiate their way. They do not have the confidence to
value their professional knowledge, and their personal knowledge is buried under layers of
contextual knowledge that they are frantically trying to learn. Their voices are silenced in their
uncertainty and inexperience. It is important, in conversations with student teachers, to acknowledge their fears and concerns as genuine, to offer positive support, and to open windows of
possibility for continued growth. They need to continually examine their beliefs and values about
teaching-control, student involvement, responsibility-and their own teaching identity.
The journey to become a teacher can be enhanced through supportive colleagues and
mentors who help student teachers reflect on their beliefs and practices and discover varied
possibilities for future practice. Through dialogue and sharing, student teachers and their
mentors can discover the multiple meanings of teaching. Ongoing professional conversations can
help beginning teachers to recognize that their previously constructed personal knowledge about
teaching has shaped the body of professional knowledge they now have, and layered these types of
knowledge with their contextual knowledge. The layering of these three types of knowledge
creates dynamic understandings of teaching that are continually informed and changed as the
layers grow and influence one another. This enables the efforts put into the teaching journey to be
exciting and rewarding for the new teacher and for the students.
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